Fingerprint-based indoor localisation suffers from influences such as fingerprint pre-collection, environment changes and expending a lot of manpower and time to update the radio map. To solve the problem, we propose an efficient radio map updating algorithm based on K-Means and Gaussian Process Regression (KMGPR). The algorithm builds a Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) predictive model based on a Gaussian mean function and realises the update of the radio map using K-Means. We have conducted experiments to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm and results show that GPR using the Gaussian mean function improves localisation accuracy by about 13·76% compared with other functions and KMGPR can reduce the computational complexity by about 7% to 20% with no obvious effects on accuracy.
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2. RELATED WORK. Recently, many approaches have been proposed to solve the problem of effectively updating the radio map. Traditional methods including triangulation interpolation, linear interpolation and Kriging interpolation were proposed by Chai and Yang (2007) . However, when fingerprints are sparse, these methods have difficulties in forecasting the RSSI and thus result in poor localisation accuracy. Therefore, other methods have been proposed, including free-calibration methods (Wu et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2012) , crowdsourcing methods Rai et al., 2012; Chang and Han, 2014; Wu et al., 2015a; 2015b; Hansen et al., 2010) , machine learning models (Pan et al., 2007; Ferris et al., 2006; Bekkali et al., 2011; Richter and Toledano-Ayala, 2015) , and the combination of previous methods introduced by Atia et al. (2013) . Wu et al. (2013) proposed Wireless Indoor Localisation (WILL) to record RSSI vectors and the relative distance between them from the embedded sensors to build the radio map. The limitation of WILL is that the quality of fingerprint largely relies on the accuracy of a step counter. Another method introduced by Yang et al. (2013) can deal with an unstable signal and construct a metropolitan-cell-based radio map efficiently. However, the proposed interpolation technology is not accurate since it only relies on the relative distance.
The second method is the utilisation of crowdsourcing. The radio map is updated with the most recently measured RSS and inertial sensors' data uploaded by users. However, designing a sustainable incentive mechanism for crowdsourcing remains a challenge. Chang et al. (2014) used various inertial sensors to collect the users' path data and update the radio map by interpolation. However, it has limitations in labelling the fingerprints which is rooted in incorrect prediction of a user's path, inaccurate step count and heading. Wu et al. (2015a) mapped the fingerprint space to the floor plan in a stress-free form, which results in fingerprints labelled with physical locations. It also relies on inertial sensors' data.
The third method is based on machine learning. Machine learning algorithms are applied in many fields, such as recommender systems, and so on (Wu et al., 2017; Ji et al., 2017) . Pan et al. (2007) proposed transferring learning to deal with the signal change. This method can learn the correlation between the locations and fingerprints. However, offline training and online localisation have a high computational cost. A Gaussian process was used to predict Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) and WiFi signal strength at earlier stages, which adds an offset on the basis of a zero-mean function to solve the limitations (Ferris et al., 2006) . This is limited in practical application because the locations of APs are required. Bekkali et al. (2011) applied a Gaussian process to indoor localisation but did not propose the usage of a hyper-parameter optimisation method and a mean function. The GPR model has been used for predicting Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN) fingerprints based on mean and covariance functions (Richter and Toledano-Ayala, 2015) . Experimental results show that a constant mean function has the best performance, but these mean functions are not in line with the RSS, and do not take into account the impact of reference points' density on RSS modelling. Atia et al. (2013) applied a Gaussian process to online-calibrated radio maps for indoor localisation. The gradient descent algorithm was used for hyper-parameter optimisation, and a path loss mean model was proposed. However, sparse deployment of APs may degrade the performance and the APs' locations are needed. Liu et al. (2016) focused on a GPRP method based on GPR and the Naive Bayes algorithm to reduce the computational complexity of indoor localisation, and it retains the flexibility of the GPR models. However, the environment is limited, and it requires additional hardware. Kumar et al. (2016) 
GPR which considered the variance of input for indoor localisation. It employed principal component analysis to choose the stronger WiFi AP. However, localisation accuracy is achieved at the expense of O(n 3 ) computational complexity. Our study is motivated by these former works, but we solve the problem from a different approach and mainly focus on improving the updating efficiency online without sacrificing localisation accuracy. We propose a novel algorithm to update the radio map by K-Means GPR (KMGPR). We first build a GPR predictive model based on a Gaussian Mean GM) function and then an efficient radio map updating algorithm KMGPR based on K-Means and GPR is applied to reduce the computational complexity of GPR.
3. THE ALGORITHM OF RADIO MAP UPDATING BASED ON K-MEANS AND GAUSSIAN PROCESS REGRESSION.
3.1. GPR in fingerprint-based localisation. GPR is a non-parametric and probabilistic approach to regression. It is a probability distribution over functions determined by a mean function m(x) and covariance function k(x : x ). Fingerprint-based localisation is used to predict the location based on the RSSI, and we can use GPR to predict the current RSSI. Table 1 introduces the terms used in this work.
Here, given the training data X and Y, we could predict the posterior distribution of a function at an arbitrary point x * . The posterior distribution of function values is a Gaussian distribution with μ x * and σ
( 1 )
The covariance matrix between the n reference points is given in Equation (4).
In fingerprint-based indoor localisation, GPR is used to construct the likelihood model based on WiFi signal strength. The key part is in Equations (2) and (3), which represent the distribution of the RSS prediction.
Fortunately, we can learn and optimise the parameter through maximising the log likelihood function of the observation Y given by
We optimise Equation (5) by conjugating gradient descent and computing the partial derivatives of the log likelihood.
The most complex step of the calculation is the hyper-parameter optimisation in Equation (6). It needs to recalculate the inversion of the covariance matrix K for each NO. 5 A Symbol Definition X a set of coordinates:
the n × 1 vector of covariance between the X and x * K * * the covariance matrix of x * σ n the Gaussian noise variance σ f the signal variance l the length scale of the covariance function θ the hyper-parameters and θ = {σ 2 n , σ 2 j , l} new θ , which costs time O(n 3 ), where n is the number of reference points that collect the WiFi fingerprints. Therefore, the method to reduce the computational complexity requires an effective gradient descent algorithm or other efficient machine learning methods.
3.2. GPR modelling using Gaussian mean function. A Gaussian process is normally a zero-mean prior distribution, and most of the predicted RSS values tend to be zero when lacking training data in a large positioning region. This will result in a higher localisation error. To find a more suitable GPR prior model to predict RSS, a variety of mean functions were evaluated. We used a GPR predictive model based on a Gaussian Mean (GM) function and Equation (2) is displaced by Equations (7) and (8). Moreover, we also compare three other different mean functions: the zero-mean function, the linear mean function and the constant mean function.
When using a GM function to predict RSS, it can effectively capture the RSS feature at a reference point compared with the constant and linear mean functions. This is in line with the characteristics of the signal fluctuations and is conducive to RSS modelling.
3.3. Online radio map updating algorithm. GPR consumes more computational effort when updating the radio map using Equations (3) and (7). So, it is not conducive to indoor real-time localisation. To overcome this problem, we propose an efficient algorithm of radio map updating based on K-Means and Gaussian Process Regression. The KMGPR algorithm can effectively reduce the computational complexity of the GPR predictive model.
This algorithm utilises K-Means clustering on the initial radio map. All the reference points {x i } n i=1 in the target area were divided into several clusters based on the Euclidean distance of locations. In every cluster, we use GPR to predict other fingerprints to update the original radio map. When building the GPR model, we only consider the training data that belongs to the same cluster, so it is very efficient. The KMGPR algorithm can be summarised as the pseudo-code in Table 2 .
As mentioned above, reducing the GPR computational complexity is an important goal of our work because GPR requires a high computational load. We use clustering to solve https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S037346331800019X
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Algorithm: KMGPR
The up-to-date Radio Map over Positioning area 3: Initialise K ←− The cluster number 4: θ ←− The hyper-parameters 5:
RPS ←− The reference point set of the Positioning area 6:
TS ←− Training set in radio map from uploading from Mobile Users 7:
C ←− Clusters 8:
M ←− The number of AP 9: for all in RPS 10:
Calculate Euclidean distance between RPs and centroids 11:
Assign each RP to a cluster RPS i based on Euclidean distance 12:
Recalculate clusters' centres when all RPs are assigned 13:
Repeat step10, 11 and 12 until there is no change for each cluster 14:
return RPS 1 , RPS 2 , · · · RPS k 15: end 16: for each x i in TS: 17:
Get the cluster RPS q where x i belong to 18: end 19: for C q = 1 : K 20:
Optimise θ using gradient descent 23:
Calculate the function value at x * : p(f |x * , X , Y, θ ) 24:
i + + 25: end 26:
q + + 27:
Obtain fingerprint of each cluster 28: end 29: The radio map is up to date the problem. The reference point set of the entire area can be divided into separate sets by K-Means based on the correlation of locations.
When the number of reference points in a cluster is m, the KMGPR algorithm simplifies Equations (2) and (3) by only considering m reference points. Therefore, K * and Y reduce to a m × 1 vector, and cov(Y) in Equation (2) to a m × m matrix. So, when updating the radio map online, K clusters can conduct GPR prediction concurrently. Compared to the complexity O(n 3 ) when considering all n reference points in the region, in the KMGPR, we also use the n reference points and they are divided into K clusters, the complexity is O(m 3 ) for a cluster and the total complexity is
4. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT. We conducted the simulation and experimental study in two scenarios. In the first scenario, we used the experimental data set introduced by Laoudias et al. (2013) , which is a typical office environment with an area of 560 m 2 (see Figure 1 ). In the second scenario, we set up our testbed in a real environment. corresponding true locations for comparison. The data set was collected from a Samsung Nexus S containing training and test data. The training data has 2,100 fingerprints for 105 reference points; 20 fingerprints at each reference point. The researcher collected additional test data by walking along a predefined path. The path consists of 96 locations, most of which do not coincide with the reference points. As shown in Figure 1 , there are 105 blue circles representing the reference points and the red curve connects 96 red points as the test path. 4.1.2. GPR model evaluation. With a GPR model, we use just a part of the reference point set to update the whole radio map and the final fingerprint density is the same. Different numbers of reference points were randomly selected as training points to update the whole 105 reference points: 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100 and they were not necessarily evenly distributed across the entire indoor area. In order to avoid errors caused by randomness, we conducted 10-fold cross-validation and obtained the mean error as the final result in the RSS estimation and localisation test. To illustrate the quality of GM in updating the RSS radio map, we also compared three other mean functions: (1) the Zero-mean function (Zero), as m(x) = 0; (2) the Constant mean function (Const), as m(x) = c and c is a constant; (3) the Linear mean function (Lin), as m(x) = a T x and a is a linear coefficient vector. 4.1.2.1. RSS estimation accuracy. In the simulation we used 10-fold cross-validation to determine the quality of the models, and the test error and the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) of different models were investigated. Test error is defined as follows:
where F i and F i are estimated RSS values and true RSS values at reference point i respectively. We also computed the RMSE over the remaining reference points which were not training points among the 105 reference points; when the number of reference points is m, the RMSE is as defined in Equation (10).
Res 20  6·458  5·932  6·413  5·275  6·752  6·01  6·481  5·318  40  4·219  4·225  5·747  4·033  5·849  5·519  6·331  4·064  60  4·069  3·644  5·271  3·392  4·805  5·12  6·276  3·562  80  4·004  3·592  4·745  3·169  4·704  5·078  6·135  3·376  100  3·749  3·547  4·288  2·869  4·508  4·806 5·876 3·142 Table 3 shows the test error and RMSE of the GPR model for different mean functions. The analysis of the test error and RMSE showed similar experimental results when different numbers of reference points were selected as the training data set. GM consistently outperformed the constant mean function, zero mean function and linear mean function. Compared with other mean functions, the test error and RMSE of GM were 4·41 ∼ 35·65% and 11·51 ∼ 46·53% lower, respectively. 4.1.2.2. Localisation accuracy estimation. In order to further verify the model performance of GPR based on GM, we present the results of the localisation accuracy of the 96 test points using Weighted K-Nearest Neighbour (WKNN). WKNN is a popular algorithm for fingerprint-based indoor localisation, which employs K nearest RPs by Euclidean distance to estimate a user's location. The weight is obtained from the calculated distance and K is the number of RPs whose distance is less than a set threshold. For experimental comparison, the training data of all 105 reference points were used for the construction of the Original radio map (ORI). The Localisation Error is defined as follows:
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where (x, y) and (x,ŷ) are estimated location and true location, respectively. Clearly, the smaller the Localisation Error, the better the algorithm performs. Table 4 lists the average localisation accuracy for different GPR models after 10-fold cross-validation. For different training sets of RPs, the most accurate GPR model is the one with the GM function. When compared to other models, the localisation accuracy of GM has improved by an average of 13·76%. When the number of training reference points is 60, the localisation accuracy can be improved by 13·27 ∼ 19·43%. In Figure 2(a) , the CDF of localisation error for different mean functions is shown. The probability of GM's localisation accuracy is a little lower than the ORI, but higher than the other three models. NO. 5 A We also studied the relationship between the number of RPs and the localisation accuracy of different models. Figure 2 (b) shows that the model with a larger number of RPs achieves a better performance than with a smaller number of RPs. When the number of RPs is 60, GM has reached 94·6% of the localisation accuracy of the original radio map. This means GM can use only a small amount of resource in updating the radio map.
4.1.3. Evaluation of KMGPR algorithm. To evaluate the performance of the KMGPR algorithm, we also conducted experiments in Scenario 1. In our experiment, we set the number of clusters to 1 ∼ 6 and randomly chose the clusters' centroid points. The aim was to identify the efficiency of the KMGPR algorithm when compared to GPR.
We used the Gaussian mean function-based GPR prior model to update the radio map. During the experiments, 10-fold cross-validation was performed for GPR and KMGPR. When KMGPR took different clusters with K-Means, the randomly selected RPs were different. In order to keep experimental consistency, GPR applied the same selected RPs as KMGPR. So, the results of GPR were different when KMGPR took different numbers of clusters. Figure 3 (a) depicts the average prediction error of different clusters in Scenario 1. Remarkably, when the number of clusters is 1, the KMGPR algorithm will become the GPR algorithm. The prediction accuracy of the KMGPR algorithm reached about 95% of the prediction accuracy of the GPR model, but the KMGPR algorithm has good performance in computational complexity as shown in Figure 3(b) . 2 seconds between consecutive samples. This method can solve the problem of signal fluctuation. We collected other RSS samples at 34 locations marked by red dots as localisation test data. We collected the test data by walking along a predefined path in the corridor, which did not coincide with the reference points. This data can be used to evaluate our algorithm in conjunction with the training data. Figure 5 shows the locations of the real experimental data collection for Scenario 2. 4.2.2. GPR model evaluation. In Figure 4 , there are 65 reference points in the positioning area. Different numbers of reference points were randomly selected for this experiment: 15, 30, 45 and 60. To illustrate the quality of GM in updating the RSS radio map, we also compared three mean functions: Zero, Const and Lin.
4.2.2.1. RSS estimation accuracy. In the experiment we used 10-fold cross-validation to determine the quality of the models and the test error and the RMSE of different models were investigated. Table 5 shows the test error and RMSE of the GPR model for different mean functions. The analysis of the test error and RMSE showed similar experimental results to Scenario 1. 11·37  16·45  7·306  29·25  12·25  18·04  7·389  30  5·087  4·86  6·129  4·324  5·624  4·921  6·303  4·401  45  4·243  3·97  6·035  3·885  4·428  4·136  6·226  3·982  60  3·317  3·24  5·39  2·953  3·257  3·395 5·662 2·989 15  4·389  3·506  3·424  3·174  30  2·812  2·608  2·979  2·407  45  2·424  2·401  2·419  2·388  60  2·381  2·264  2·915  1·984 GM can give a better result and consistently outperformed Zero, Const and Lin. Compared with other mean functions, the test error and RMSE of GM were 2·14 ∼ 71·26% and 8·23 ∼ 74·74% lower, respectively, in Scenario 2. 4.2.2.2. Localisation accuracy estimation. In this test, the 34 test points of Scenario 2 were used for localisation to verify the performance of GM. Localisation error is listed in Table 6 using the WKNN algorithm. For different numbers of training data sets, the most accurate GPR model is the GM model. When compared with other models, the localisation accuracy of GM can be improved by an average of 12·50%.
In Figure 6 (a), the CDF of the localisation error for different mean functions is shown. ORI is the original radio map from all the reference points in Scenario 2. The result is consistent with Scenario 1. numbers of RPs. When the number of RPs is 60, GM has almost reached the localisation accuracy of the original radio map. 4.2.3. KMGPR in Scenario 2. Figure 7 (a) shows the average prediction error for GPR and KMGPR with different clusters. Compared to the GPR model, the prediction accuracy of the KMGPR algorithm is only slightly reduced. Figure 7 (b) depicts the running time for updating the radio map with different numbers of clusters in Scenario 2. It shows that the time decreases when the number of clusters increases. The efficiency of our KMGPR algorithm increased by about 5 ∼ 9·3% compared with GPR. Figure 8 shows the localisation error versus the number of clusters for GPR and KMGPR in Scenario 2. The localisation errors between GPR and KMGPR are in a small range of fluctuations. As the number of clusters increases, the localisation error decreases first and then increases for KMGPR. This is because with the increase of the number of clusters, some potentially useful information contained in other RPs is lost. In summary, the KMGPR algorithm can have a good localisation performance with less workload compared to GPR. Thus, we can see that the KMGPR performs better. The KMGPR algorithm can improve the operating efficiency of online radio map updating and reduce system overhead without sacrificing localisation accuracy.
5. CONCLUSION. In this paper, an efficient algorithm for radio map updating based on K-Means and Gaussian Process Regression is introduced to reduce the workload in updating a fingerprint-based indoor localisation radio map. We first introduce the theory of GPR, parameter optimisation and clustering technology under WLAN-based indoor localisation. Then we build a GPR predictive model based on a Gaussian mean function and update the radio map with online K-Means clustering. Simulations and experiments have been conducted for the proposed KMGPR method and the results show that GPR using Gaussian mean function improves localisation accuracy by about 13·76% compared with other functions and KMGPR can reduce the computational complexity by about 7% and 20%, respectively, in the two scenarios we investigated, with no obvious effects on the localisation accuracy. 
